March 2018
LEARNING CONVERSATIONS AND PROFILES QUESTIONNAIRE:
Pupils
Please help us to improve your profiles and learning conversations by answering the questions
below.
STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

DISAGREE

help me know where I am in my learning.

13

40

7

help me say where I would like to be in my
learning.

22

32

5

help me think about what I need to do to get there.

26

30

4

help me see my progress

32

18

7

3

help me see my achievements and successes

24

29

6

1

help me take the lead with my learning

23

25

6

6

have helped me achieve my best

31

19

7

3

help me share my learning, progress,
achievements and successes with others and with
my parents.

35

18

5

2

I like my profile.

22

30

5

3

I am proud of my profile, progress and
achievements.

33

22

3

2

I enjoy discussing my learning with my class mates.

19

19

14

8

I am more confident in discussing my learning and
progress with others.

26

22

10

2

Questions

STRONGLE
DISAGREE

My learning conversations and profile……

Feedback:
Doesn’t boost you up enough.
Need to push us more.
You don’t get confidence from a book.
Only like sharing my learning with the teacher.
I like helping others.
It is helping me and helping me achieve my targets.

1

Suggestions:
Prefer to talk to teacher in private.
More discussion with teacher.
Don’t do a target every week – perhaps every fortnight.
More of what I want to learn about.
Learn about how profiling helps you/are important.
Would like to work with another person when taking the lead with my learning.
Make them more interesting and fun.
Would like it to be clearer.
Discuss things more with classmates.
Read it with the teacher in class.
Better writing x2
Write our achievement in our profiles x3/ have a ‘My Achievements’ page – stick in photos and
comments of what you’ve done.
Don’t do targets.
Harder work.
Do something other than ‘What’s stuck with me’ and targets
Practise talking in front of people
Don’t have to share the learning in your profile – just tell the teacher.
Make it more colourful
Tell us why we are at this stage in our learning
Do a target every week
Change the ‘All about me’ and black line drawing regularly
Take it home more often
More drawings

Next steps:
 Assembly explaining profiles to the children.
 Order new files to save work in – improve quality of the profile.
 Agree next steps with Pupil Learning Council
 Look at changing format – perhaps ‘What stuck with me’ one week and ‘Latest and Best’
the next
 Include an achievement page (currently encouraged to add these in)
 Support children in talking together about their learning (raise confidence in supporting
each other.)

